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Let A be a set consisting of 0 = "0 and a finite collection of positive
numbers "1 < "2 < ... < An and designate by PA the collection of all
"polynomials" L~~o CkXAk• We are concerned with quantitative measures of
just how well PA approximates arbitrary functions. In more precise terms
we seek (best) theorems of the form

(1) To each/in V[O, 1] there exists a Pin PA such that

Here If liz is the L2 norm on [0, l], W 2 is the L2 modulus of continuity there,
and A is an absolute constant.

In short, our problem is to determine (to within absolute constant
multiples) the best, i.e., smallest, ~, call it ~A , which can be used in (1).

In [IJ this problem is considered, and a complete solution is given when
Ak+l- Ak ;> 2 for all k. This condition is a natural one when the "k are
integers since it turns out that the even integers have the same "speed" of
approximation as that of all integers and only sequences "thinner" than
the even integers offer any interest. Be that as it may, the result under the
above separation hypothesis is given by the very nice formula

n
-2 l: 1/1.••

EA = e k-1

Of course, when the Ak are not integers this separation condition is no
longer natural and one wonders whether any formulas can be given for the
general case. The answer is yes, and that is the purpose of this note. Unfor
tunately the general formula is not as explicit as that of the separated case
above, but there is a sort of complementary "unseparated" case wherein
this general formula again takes a pleasant explicit form.

Since ELl is only defined within absolute constant factors we introduce the
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notation == to mean equality within absolute (positive) constant factors. In
these terms our results are as follows.

THEOREM I.

THEOREM II. If Ak+l - Ak ~ 2 for all k then EA == l/(L:A(A + t))1/2.

Special cases of Theorem II are interesting. If Ak = k'x, 0 < ex ~ I, then
we obtain EA == n-(l+<» /2. Again if the Ak are bounded by some fixed constant
then we obtain EA == IJnl / 2• In the limiting situation of this bounded case
when the positive Ns all become equal, to f3 > 0 say, our theorem tells us
that

Ilf(x) - (Co + x8 f Cilog x)k)11 ~ AW2(f, IJnl
/
2)

k=l 2

for appropriate Ck , and that the l/n1 / 2 is best possible. Setting x = e- t2 in
this estimate leads to the quantitative form of the theorem on expansion
into Hermite polynomials.

One more remark is instructive. It will be noted in our proof of Theorem II
that the hypothesis on the Ns is not used in obtaining the lower bound
EA > c/(L:A(A + t))1/2 so that this inequality is universal. Of course, for the
upper bound, our condition is very necessary. For example when Ak =
(2 + o)k the correct value of EA' as given by [l}, is n-2(2+8l while
1/(L: (A + t))1/2 is of the order n-1•

Before proceeding to the proofs we find it handy to introduce some nota
tion. First of all, the numbers A+ t turn out to be more natural than the
A themselves, and so we set Yk = Ak + t and we call the set of Yk , r. Next
we write

I x2 + (A - t)2 I x~ + (y - 1)2
H(x) = x2 + ! I] x2+ (A + W = x2 + ! IJ x2 + (y + 1)2

and we call M = max", H(x).

Proof of Theorem 1. Our starting point is the formula given in [1],
namely

EA2 = sup fXl I f(x + 0\2 H(x) dx,
fEg> -00

(2)

where [IjJ is the Paley-Wiener class consisting of functions fez) analytic in
1m z > 0 and satisfying J:oo I f(x + iy)1 2dx ~ 1 for all y > O.
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From (2) we immediately read off the upper bound EJ12 ,,:;; M and so all
that is needed is an jEf!J for which S:OO If(x + i)1 2H(x) dx ~ eM. Let
t ~ °be a maximum point of H(x) so that H(t) = M. We will choose
f(x) = 7T-1/2j(X - t + i). This function clearly lies in 9, and we will prove
that

foo H(x) dx >- 7T

-00 (x - t)2 + 4 ?' 8e4 M, (3)

which gives our required lower bound with e = Ij8e4•

The crucial observation is that H'(x)jH(x) ~ - 2 for x ~ O. We have,
namely,

H'(x) " (2x 2X) 2x
H(x) = f- x2+ (y - 1)2 - x2+ (y + 1)2 - x2+ 1

" y h
= 8x ~ (x2 + (y _ 1)2)(x2 + (y + 1)2) - x2+ 1

2x
~-~~-2.

x + 4

Integrating this inequality from t to t + u gives log H(t + u)jM ~ - 2u
or H(t + u) ~ Me-2u. In particular we conclude that H(x) ~ Me-4 through
out [t, t + 2]. We, therefore, have

Joo H(x) dx ft+2 H(x) dx -4 ft+2 dx _ 7TM
-00 (x - t)2 + 4 ~ t (x - t)2 + 4 ~ Me t (x - t)2 + 4 - 8e4 .

The proof of (3), and hence of our theorem, is complete.

Proof oj Theorem II. We use the result of Theorem I which reduces the
problem to showing that CljS":;; M ,,:;; C2jS, where S = Lr y. Indeed we
will prove this with C1 = Ij16, C2 = ej4.

To prove the first of these inequalities choose x = (8S - 1)1/2 so that

Now we invoke the elementary fact that flO - a) ~ 1 - L a provided
that all the a lie in [0, 1]. This is easily proved by induction (or by probability
considerations) and applied to our case it gives

1 ( L;y) 1 (. S) 1
H(x) ~ 8S 1 - ---rs- = 8S 1 - 2S = 16S

as promised.
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As for the upper bound we select a subset, G, of r by choosing its first
element as y = t and then, at each stage, choosing the largest element which
is no more than two larger than the previous one chosen.

Calling these elements t = go < ... < gv, then, we observe the following
facts

gv = Y.. (the largest of the y's),

L Y :;;;; (Yn + 1)2/2.
G

(4)

(5)

(6)

This last follows from the facts that gv ,gv-l:;;;; Yn ; gV-2 , gV-3 :;;;; gv - 2 :;;;;
Yn - 2; gV-4 , gV-5 :;;;; gV-2 - 2 :;;;; Yn - 4, etc. so that

L Y :;;;; 2Yn + 2(Yn - 2) + ... < (Yn + 1)2/2.
G

Now we have, by (4) and (5),

x2 + (y - 1)2 x2 + 1 v x2 + (gk - 1)2IJ x2 + (y + 1)2 = x2 + (Yn + 1)2 IT x2 + (gk-l + 1)2

x 2 + 1 (7)

While, on the other hand, using the elementary fact that 1 - u < e-u ,

we have

x2 + (y - 1)2 ( 4y )II x2+ (y + 1)2 = )}G 1 - x2+ (y + 1)2

< fIG (1 - x2 + (~: + 1)2)

:;;;; cxp (x2 + <-;;:+ 1)2 r~G y)

= exp C2 + (~~ + 1)2) exp (x2 + (:.. + 1)2 ~ Y)

< exp (x2 + (~~ + 1)2) . e2 by (6). (8)

Finally, multiplying (7) by (8) gives

1 x 2 + (y - 1)2 e2 4S (-4S)
x 2 + ! I} x2 + (y + 1)2 :;;;; 4S . x 2 + (Yn + 1)2 exp x 2 + (Yn + 1)2 '
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and the proof is completed by the elementary fact that te-t has e-1 as its
maximum. Q.E.D.
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